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Who stands up for you?
Maria Hutchings backs
David Cameron’s clear
plan to DEAL WITH THE BIG
ISSUES FACING OUR COUNTRY:

Helping with the cost of
living by freezing council
tax and forcing energy
companies to put people on
the lowest tariff.

Sorting out the economic
mess left by Labour by
tackling the deficit while
cutting taxes for hard
working people.

Controlling net
immigration which has
been cut by a quarter with
a tough target for further
cuts.

Making our welfare
system fairer by ensuring
that no one can get more in
benefits than the average
working family earns.

Standing up for Britain
in Europe by vetoing a
proposed EU treaty and
giving the British people a
referendum.

So, if you want an MP who will put Eastleigh first and back David
Cameron’s clear plan to fix our country’s problems, then vote
for Maria Hutchings on 28 February.
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David Cameron’s
Clear plan for
Britain
The by-election on 28 February is your opportunity to have
a say on the big issues facing our country right now and
to vote for David Cameron’s clear plan to fix Britain. Maria
Hutchings has pledged to support David Cameron’s plan if
elected as your next MP.

David Cameron is taking
the bold action that’s
needed, meeting the big
long-term challenges to
ensure we succeed in
this changed world, while
helping hard-pressed
families through these
difficult times.
Conservatives in
Government are fixing
Labour’s mess, tackling
the deficit, rebuilding the
economy, making our

welfare system fairer,
capping immigration and
standing up for Britain in
Europe. But this plan to
fix Britain is also about
helping with the cost of
living by cutting taxes for
working people, making
energy companies put
people on the lowest tariff,
holding down petrol prices
and doing more to help
with the cost of childcare
for working Mums.

Conservative
candidate for
Eastleigh, Maria
Hutchings, with
the Prime Minister,
David Cameron

Make your vote count. Vote Maria Hutchings on 28 February.
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Maria Hutchings On the side of hardworking families in Eastleigh 3

Maria Hutchings backs David Cameron’s clear
plan to help hardworking families in Eastleigh
helping those who work hard, want to get
on and do the right thing...
supporting
hardworking
families
A vote for Maria Hutchings on Thursday is
a vote for a strong local champion, and a
vote for David Cameron’s clear plan to sort
out Labour’s mess and help hardworking
families.
Even though David Cameron and the Conservatives
inherited an economic crisis from Labour, they are
delivering the policies to help make daily life better
for people living in Eastleigh:
• Cut income tax for 24 million taxpayers and taken
2 million of the lowest paid out of tax altogether.
• People working full time on the minimum wage
will have had their income tax bill cut in half.
• Provided Government funding to enable local
councils to freeze council tax.
• Introduced legislation to force energy companies
to offer people the lowest tariff, and scrapped
Labour’s massive hikes in fuel tax.
• By setting out a credible plan to balance
the budget and by cutting the deficit by 25%
Conservatives are also helping people in
Eastleigh by ensuring that interest and mortgage
rates stay low.

Making our
Welfare
system fair
Conservatives are on the side of those who
do the right thing. Our welfare reforms are
changing lives, helping people escape
rather than be trapped by poverty. The
reforms will ensure that welfare reform
helps families get back to work. They will
achieve fairness by:
• Capping benefits. We don’t think it’s
fair that a household should be
able to receive more in benefits
than the average family makes
by going out to work.
• Ending Labour’s ‘something
for nothing’ culture. Labour
failed to reform welfare and
left a system where some
people were better off on
benefits than in work.
• Restoring fairness to the
welfare system. Many families
in Eastleigh dream of making
£104,000 a year yet that is what
Labour gave some families on
benefit for rent alone.

Standing up for
Britain in Europe
Conservatives have:
3

Ended UK participation in EU bailouts

3

Vetoed the proposed EU Treaty

3

Secured the first ever cut in the EU budget and defended
the British rebate

3

Put in place a European Act that ensures – for the first
time – that British people will have their say on any
proposed transfer of powers from the UK to the EU

3

Committed to giving the British people a say in an in-out
referendum

Conservatives are the only mainstream party in Britain
prepared to trust the people to decide on our future
relationship with the European Union.
Labour and the Liberal Democrats believe you don’t have
the right to have your voice heard. Only the Conservatives will
trust you to decide and only a Conservative vote will give you
the chance to choose.

Controlling
Immigration
Conservative action
on immigration:
3

Reducing net migration to Britain

3

Capping non-EU economic migration

3

Cracking down on sham marriages

3

Shutting down bogus colleges and reforming student visas

By contrast the Liberal Democrats
on immigration:
7

2010 – called for an amnesty for illegal immigrants,
benefiting potentially hundreds of thousands of illegal
immigrants

7

2012 – oppose tough targets for further cuts

Make your vote count. Vote Maria Hutchings for a strong local champion and to back David Cameron’s clear plan for Britain.

